EPBE PROJECT
MULTIPLIER EVENT (E2)
Title, date and location
“Personal Branding And Job Hunting 4.0”, arranged during the Università degli Studi
Guglielmo Marconi Career Day – Future Job 4.0, Rome, 11 November 2016
Aim and description
Università degli Studi Guglielmo Marconi’s Career Day “Future Job 4.0” taken place in
Rome, November 11, 2016 in collaboration with national organization and companies
and thanks to the partnership with the EPBE project.
The Career Day event is dedicated to connect the job market to university students,
graduates and people looking for a job.
In the light of the Fourth Industrial Revolution already in progress, the Università degli
Studi Guglielmo Marconi (USGM), whose mission is focused on the use of multimedia
technologies and network in the field of academic training, wanted dedicate this Career
Day to the Industry 4.0 and changes this entails in terms of skills and professions.
So the USGM’s Career Day was been the best scenario to arrange the EPBE project
multiplier event devoted to promote the project main outputs and involve young
people, people looking for a job and professors in EPBE on line courses piloting as well
as exploiting the project toolkit of reusable MOOCS didactical contents for trainers.
The EPBE seminar/event on Personal Branding and Job Hunting 4.0 included in detail
the following activities:
- EPBE stand arranged to explain the project opportunities and promote the
participation of students in EPBE on line course on Personal Branding and Job Hunting
4.0. as well as to involve general public and professors in exploiting EPBE toolkit.
- presentation of the EPBE project during the “Speaker’s Corner” session by Susanna
Correnti, researcher for EPBE project of Università degli Studi Guglielmo Marconi and
Roberto Righi, President of Steps s.r.l.
- Ana Landeta interview: Ana Landeta, R&D Director at Madrid Open University (MOU),
attended the event and presented the EPBE project during an interview.
- Roberto Righi interview: Roberto Righi, President of STEPS s.r.l, presented the EPBE
project during an interview.
EPBE Project promotion and event advertisement
As partner of the Career Day Event the EPBE project Logo appears in the web site home
page http://futurejob.unimarconi.it/ and in the Career Day leaflet used for the event
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advertisement in local and national newspaper, on line job search web sites and other
promotional activities. Besides, a dedicated page of the web site was created.
Into
the
Speakers’
http://futurejob.unimarconi.it/index.php/programma
scheduled at 15:00.
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Fig. 1: Home page of the web site of the Career Day - Future Job 4.0:
http://futurejob.unimarconi.it/
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Fig.2: Leaflet of the Career Day - Future Job 4.0
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Fig.3: Dedicated web page for the EPBE project in the web site of the Career day Future
Job 4.0 http://futurejob.unimarconi.it/index.php/job-lab-counseling/progetti-europei
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Fig.4: programme of the Speakers’ Corner session
http://futurejob.unimarconi.it/index.php/programma
Results
More than 500 visitors, including students, people looking for a job and more than 50
professors and professionals of the vocational and adult education, have benefited from
the event; more than 20 companies, have offered in site their experiences, have made
interviews with visitors and have collected curricula vitae for current vacancies.
The EPBE stand was arranged with the EPBE roll-up in Italian and also project brochures
in Italian were available. During the event it was handed out more than 100 EPBE
brochures.
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Pictures

Picture 1: Roberto Righi (STEPS
s.r.l) at EPBE stand

Picture 2: EPBE brochures in Italian
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Picture 3: Roberto Righi (STEPS
s.r.l) is handing out EPBE
brochures and promoting the
project

Picture 4: Susanna Correnti (USGM) presenting the EPBE
project during the Speakers’ Corner session
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Picture 5: Ana Landeta - Madrid Open University (MOU) interview during the event

Picture 6: Roberto Righi (STEPS s.r.l) - interview during the
event
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